Photonic crystals have long served as attractive targets for programmed self-assembly of colloidal particles.^[@ref1]−[@ref3]^ Colloidal particles are particularly appealing building blocks for bottom-up routes to photonic crystals because their size is comparable to the wavelength of visible light, and the interactions between them can be tuned to program their self-assembly.^[@ref4],[@ref5]^ Photonic crystals are periodically structured optical media generally with a photonic band gap (PBG), corresponding to a range of frequencies for photons prohibited to propagate through these media.^[@ref6]^ Of the limited number of three-dimensional (3D) crystals known to have a complete photonic band gap, cubic diamond and cubic tetrastack are especially sought after as they require a relatively low refractive index contrast for the band gap to emerge.^[@ref3],[@ref7],[@ref8]^ These 3D crystals have rather open structures, making them elusive for being realized *via* bottom-up routes.^[@ref9]−[@ref11]^

Programming self-assembly of colloidal particles into open crystals has proved a long-standing challenge due to their mechanical instability for being sparsely populated.^[@ref12]^ For example, the tetrastack lattice is a Maxwell lattice with a mean coordination number that only equals twice the spatial dimension,^[@ref13]^ thus leaving it on the verge of mechanical instability for particles with central-force nearest-neighbor interactions,^[@ref14]^ as per Maxwell's argument.^[@ref15]^ For a bottom-up route to be a viable means of fabrication of a desired colloidal open crystal, the target structure is required to be not only thermodynamically favored for the building blocks of choice but also kinetically accessible *via* self-assembly pathways in preference to metastable structures.^[@ref16]−[@ref18]^ In the context of self-assembly of tetrahedral patchy particles into a diamond crystal, kinetic traps are known to arise from the competition from an amorphous phase with random tetrahedral network structures.^[@ref19]^ The presence of competing cubic and hexagonal polymorphs adds up to the challenge of realizing these colloidal crystals *via* self-assembly pathways for photonic applications.^[@ref20]−[@ref22]^

In recent years, triblock patchy particles, spherical in shape with two symmetric patches on the poles separated by a charged band in the middle, emerged as promising building blocks for bottom-up routes to colloidal open crystals. In particular, triblock patchy particles were synthesized with equal-size patches on the poles, and a kagome lattice was self-assembled from these patchy particles in a quasi-two-dimensional system.^[@ref23]^ Subsequently, a computational study, which employed the Kern--Frenkel model for patchy particles,^[@ref24]^ captured the self-assembly of the triblock patchy particles into a kagome lattice and predicted the formation of the close-packed hexagonal lattice at higher pressures.^[@ref25]^ An analytical theory based on lattice dynamics attributed the mechanical stability of the kagome lattice to rotational entropy, whereas its selection over the close-packed hexagonal lattice was attributed to vibrational entropy.^[@ref14]^

This theoretical framework, when extended to 3D lattices formed by triblock patchy particles, predicted a mixed phase of cubic and hexagonal tetrastack lattices in the region of the phase diagram appropriate for selection of an open lattice over the close-packed counterpart.^[@ref14],[@ref26]^ However, the selection between cubic and hexagonal tetrastack crystal structures is assumed to be of paramount importance in the context of photonic applications as only the cubic polymorph has hitherto been known to support a complete PBG.^[@ref20],[@ref21]^ In a recent computational study, a cubic tetrastack lattice was selectively self-assembled from triblock patchy particles with staggered triangular patches rather than the conventional circular patches on the poles, using a patterning symmetry concept.^[@ref20]^ More recently, a hexagonal tetrastack lattice was also selectively self-assembled *in silico* by introducing large star polymers commensurate with the void symmetry, thus providing an entropic control.^[@ref21]^ In the latter case, the star polymers act as structure-directing agents to entropically bias the formation of the hexagonal tetrastack lattice, which has a different arrangement of octahedral and tetrahedral voids as compared to its cubic counterpart. Although these computational studies have greatly advanced our fundamental understanding, the design principles have so far proven elusive from the perspective of experimental realizations. The patterning symmetry concept poses the challenge of fabricating patch geometry to a level of sophistication still beyond routine experimental protocols;^[@ref20]^ the use of a structure-directing agent, if not optimal, could destabilize the open crystals relative to their closed-packed counterparts.^[@ref21]^

In the present work, we conceive of a bottom-up route to tetrastack lattices, exploiting hierarchical self-assembly pathways^[@ref27]−[@ref29]^ for designer triblock patchy particles and explore whether such pathways promote crystallization or polymorph selection. A tetrastack lattice comprises vertex-shared tetrahedra^[@ref2],[@ref8]^ and can thus be envisaged to be realized by a two-stage self-assembly of designer colloidal particles *via* tetrahedral clusters. The key to the success of such a staged assembly scheme to yield a crystal is the self-limiting formation of tetrahedral clusters in the first stage, thus avoiding polydispersity in the second stage. By "self-limiting", it is meant that, over a certain temperature interval, the clusters cease to grow beyond a specific finite size in the first stage of self-assembly, thereby producing uniform secondary building blocks, which can potentially form structures at larger length scales through the second stage of self-assembly.^[@ref28],[@ref30]^

To this end, we built on our recent work, which established a generic design principle to program a hierarchical self-assembly scheme for triblock patchy particles into colloidal open crystals *via* uniform clusters.^[@ref31]^ The triblock patchy particles considered here are modeled after those synthesized recently in the micron scale.^[@ref32]^ A hierarchy of patch--patch interaction strengths encodes a staged self-assembly scheme upon cooling,^[@ref18]^ and the width of the patches and the range over which the patches interact are chosen to satisfy a geometric criterion, also crucial for self-limiting cluster formation. Here, two quite different temperature windows control the assembly process: (i) a broad temperature window at which the particles form tetrahedral clusters and (ii) a much narrower window at lower temperatures where the previously formed tetrahedral clusters aggregate. The uniform secondary building blocks generated by the first stage of self-assembly that occurs over the broad temperature window are thermodynamically stable. These secondary building blocks then form structures at larger length scales through the second stage of self-assembly, which is activated by a further decrease in the temperature. We also present the photonic band structures of both the cubic and hexagonal polymorphs that we find for our designer triblock patchy particles.

Results and Discussion {#sec2}
======================

We initially employed the basin-hopping algorithm for global optimization on crystal energy landscapes to predict the crystal structures for the triblock patchy particles considered here in search of the parameter space that could possibly support tetrastack crystals. The triblock patchy particles are spherical in shape with two circular patches A and B at opposite poles and modeled as rigid bodies. The effective potential has an isotropic component given by the Yukawa potential that describes screened electrostatic repulsion and an anisotropic component, describing the directional interactions between the circular patches. The details of the effective potential are provided in the [Methods](#sec4){ref-type="other"} section. Here, we only note that we present results using reduced units, with the parameter σ, which appears in the Yukawa potential, taken as the unit of length and the Yukawa contact potential ε~Y~ as the unit of energy. In the present study, we restricted ourselves to the triblock patchy particles that have two equal-size patches on the poles. The size of the patches was chosen so that each patch could make contacts with three other patches in order to form a tetrahedron, as shown in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a. We considered such triblock patchy particles of two types: one type has two identical A patches, interacting with a strength ε~AA~ = 1 so that the triblock patchy particles retain the head--tail symmetry in addition to the cylindrical symmetry; the second type involves two different patches, A and B, having different strengths for the interactions between patches such that ε~BB~ = 0.2ε~AA~ = 1. For simplicity, we fix . We call the former AA-triblock patchy particles and the latter AB-triblock patchy particles, the latter lacking the head--tail symmetry despite having the patches of the same size.

![Tetrastack crystal structures formed by triblock patchy particles *via* tetrahedra in the presence of a hierarchy of interactions. (a) Designer triblock patchy particles with equal-size patches on the poles, forming a tetrahedron. Patch A, colored red, forms stronger contacts relative to those formed by patch B, colored blue. (b) Characteristic 16-particle motifs of the cubic (left) and hexagonal (right) tetrastack structures. In the cubic tetrastack structure, each of the four strongly bound tetrahedra formed by A patches are staggered relative to the weakly bound tetrahedron formed by B patches. In the hexagonal polymorph, one of the four strongly bound tetrahedra is in an eclipsed arrangement relative to the weakly bound tetrahedron, and the remaining three are staggered. (c) Portrayal of the cubic and hexagonal tetrastack structures formed by the triblock patchy particles under consideration, highlighting that both of these polymorphs consist of alternating layers of two-dimensional kagome and triangular planes.](nn9b07849_0001){#fig1}

[Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b shows characteristic 16-particle motifs of the two polymorphs that we identify as the global minima on the crystal energy landscape for our designer AB-triblock patchy particles for a range of parameters. The global minima of the AA-triblock patchy particles are similar to those found for the AB ones. It is noteworthy that the lattices formed by the AB-triblock patchy particles have two distinct sets of tetrahedra, one strongly bound and the other relatively weakly bound, of slightly different volumes. The two polymorphs, both comprising vertex-shared tetrahedra, differ in the relative arrangements of the tetrahedra, as apparent in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b. In the cubic polymorph, all four strongly bound tetrahedra are staggered relative to the weakly bound tetrahedron formed by the interactions between B patches. On the contrary, only three of the four strongly bound tetrahedra are staggered relative to the weakly bound tetrahedron in the hexagonal polymorph, the fourth one being in an eclipsed arrangement.

[Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}c presents an alternative view of the two polymorphs, highlighting that both of these polymorphs consist of alternating layers of two-dimensional (2D) kagome and triangular planes. The stacking of successive triangular planes in the cubic polymorph follows the ABCABC sequence observed for the cubic close packing; in the hexagonal polymorph, the stacking instead follows the ABABAB sequence observed in the case of the hexagonal close packing. These stacking sequences are apparent in alternative views, shown in [Supporting Figure S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsnano.9b07849/suppl_file/nn9b07849_si_001.pdf). The cubic polymorph has the space group *F*4̅3*m*, whereas the space group of the hexagonal polymorph is *P*6~3~*mc*. In contrast, the corresponding counterparts obtained with the AA-triblock patchy particles have the space groups *Fd*3̅*m* and *P*6~3~/*mmc*, respectively. The polymorphs for the AB-triblock patchy particles thus lack the inversion symmetry and, strictly speaking, share the space groups with zinc blende and wurtzite rather than cubic and hexagonal diamond, respectively. In the hard-sphere limit for the interactions between the spherical cores, approached by large values of the inverse Debye length, this distinction between the lattices stabilized by the AB- and AA-triblock patchy particles will vanish. We refer to the cubic and hexagonal polymorphs stable for the AB-triblock patchy particles as the cubic and hexagonal tetrastack, not withstanding this distinction, and hereafter denote as CT and HT, respectively, for brevity.

The polymorphs, CT and HT, have identical lattice energies. Our free-energy calculations reveal that the cubic polymorph is marginally more stable compared to the hexagonal polymorph, as evident in [Supporting Figure S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsnano.9b07849/suppl_file/nn9b07849_si_001.pdf). This is in line with what has been reported in the case of the closely related Kern--Frenkel model, for which the CT polymorph has also been found to be more stable than the HT polymorph on the free energy landscape.^[@ref33]^ We, however, note that the free-energy difference between the polymorphs in the present case is rather small, presumably due to smaller contributions to the rotational entropy because of restricted rotational fluctuations arising from the curvature of the potential well here as compared to the Kern--Frenkel potential.

In order to assess the prospect of the CT and HT structures self-assembled from our designer triblock patchy particles, we carried out a series of five independent virtual-move Monte Carlo (VMMC) simulations of the AB-triblock patchy particles at a volume fraction of ϕ = 0.811ϕ~T~ = 0.3, where ϕ~T~ = 0.37 and is the packing fraction of the ideal tetrastack crystals composed of touching spheres. [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a shows how the number of tetrahedra formed, , changes with the temperature, *T*\*, along with the corresponding change in the average potential energy per particle, *U*\*/*N*, for a system of *N* = 500 particles subject to gradual cooling in a representative sequence of simulation runs. The number of tetrahedral clusters present in the system gradually grows over a rather wide range of temperatures as the energetic stability of the tetrahedral clusters driven by the interactions between the stronger patches increasingly outweigh the loss of entropy associated with the formation of the tetrahedral clusters. Over a range of intermediate temperatures, the tetrahedral clusters, however, remain self-limiting due to thermodynamic reason because the weaker patches do not provide enough energetic driving force for further assembly to occur. A near 100% yield of tetrahedral clusters is observed at *T*\* = 0.2 in terms of self-limiting tetrahedra, effectively signaling the completion of the first stage of assembly driven by the stronger patch--patch interactions.

![Self-assembly of triblock patchy particles. (a) Two-stage self-assembly of AB-triblock patchy particles into a crystalline structure *via* the formation of tetrahedra. (b) Pair distribution functions *g*(*r*) for the centers of the tetrahedra formed by the AB-triblock and AA-triblock patchy particles at representative temperatures. (c) Self-assembly of AA-triblock patchy particles into an amorphous phase. In (a) and (c), the average potential energy per particle and the number of tetrahedral clusters formed, , are shown on two different scales, as a function of the temperature *T*\* for a system of *N* = 500 AB-triblock patchy particles and AA-triblock patchy particles, respectively, at the volume fraction ϕ = 0.3 as observed in virtual-move Monte Carlo simulations.](nn9b07849_0002){#fig2}

When subjected to further cooling, the average energy per particle is observed to change sharply around *T*\* = 0.155 when the number of tetrahedral clusters present in the system rises sharply, signaling a first-order phase transition. The pair distribution function calculated for the centers of the tetrahedra confirmed the emergence of long-range correlations, as evident in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b. Visual inspection of the system confirmed that this structural transition was driven by weaker patch--patch (B--B) interactions, leading to emergent tetrahedra as the discrete tetrahedral clusters organized themselves and thus formed an extended periodic structure of vertex-shared tetrahedra. This scenario is in contrast with what is observed for a system of *N* = 500 AA-triblock patchy particles, when the system was subject to gradual cooling. For the system of AA-triblock patchy particles, such long-range correlations are absent from the pair distribution function even at a low temperature (see in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b). However, a significant increase in the growth of the number of tetrahedra present in the system is also observed for the AA-triblock patchy particles across a narrow temperature window, as evident in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}c.

A pertinent question is then what promotes crystallization along the two-stage self-assembly pathways observed in the present case. It is of interest to note that both AA- and AB-triblock patchy particles lead to the formation of a comparable number of tetrahedra at low temperatures (see [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a,c). We identify, by visual inspection, five- and seven-membered rings in representative low-temperature configurations for the system of AA-triblock patchy particles in addition to six- and eight-membered rings present in the perfect lattices. For example, see [Supporting Figure S3](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsnano.9b07849/suppl_file/nn9b07849_si_001.pdf) for representative low-temperature configurations obtained for AB- and AA-triblock patchy particles. This observation is supported by the quantitative picture presented in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a, which provides the numbers of rings (four-membered to eight-membered) present, on average, in the configurations at the lowest temperatures investigated for the 500-particle systems studied in VMMC simulations for both AA- and AB-triblock patchy particles using a graph theoretical approach. The six- and eight-membered rings, necessary to form a perfect tetrastack lattice, are shown in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}b,c, respectively, for example. It is noteworthy that five- and seven-membered rings are known to occur in other amorphous materials involving tetrahedral bonding, in line with the random network theory of glasses.^[@ref34],[@ref35]^ For example, amorphous silicon contains five- and seven-membered rings in addition to six-membered rings present in the perfect crystal.^[@ref36]^

![Root of promotion of crystallization *via* hierarchical self-assembly pathways. (a) Counts of rings of different sizes present in a low-temperature configuration on average with error bars for AB- and AA-triblock patchy particles for comparison. The analysis was performed with configurations sampled along the virtual-move Monte Carlo trajectories at the temperatures of *T*^\*^ = 0.1 and *T*^\*^ = 0.05 for *N* = 500 AB- and AA-triblock patchy particles, respectively. (b,c) Two views of the conventional unit cell of the perfect cubic tetrastack, illustrating the presence of six-membered and eight-membered rings. The middle bands of the triblock patchy particles forming a six-membered ring (b) and an eight-membered ring (b) are shown in a lighter shade (*i.e.*, in cream color as opposed to yellow).](nn9b07849_0003){#fig3}

It is evident that five- and seven-membered rings are essentially missing in the AB-triblock patchy particle system. A hierarchical self-assembly pathway for the AB-triblock patchy particles proceeds in stages, as also confirmed in our Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations, discussed later. Each strongly bound tetrahedron can already incorporate two vertices of a ring. As a result, the association of tetrahedra *via* the BB bonds produces clusters composed of an even number of vertices. A cluster of three bonded tetrahedra can result in a ring of six bonded vertices. Similarly, a cluster of four bonded tetrahedra can result in a ring of eight bonded vertices. Five- and seven-membered rings are unlikely to form starting from strongly bound tetrahedra, each contributing two vertices, as opposed to single particles. The low-level presence of seven-membered rings, apparent also in [Supporting Figure S4](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsnano.9b07849/suppl_file/nn9b07849_si_001.pdf), showing the ring statistics at low temperatures, is presumably due to fluctuations around the weak bonds that the strongly bound tetrahedra form through the second stage of assembly. A two-stage self-assembly pathway in this case thus suppresses the formation of five- and seven-membered rings in the second stage of assembly, preventing network defects (in the form of odd membered rings), thus promoting the emergence of long-range order.

It is imperative to have quantitative estimates of the fractions of particles in the cubic and hexagonal environments as stacking hybrids are anticipated in the presence of competing polymorphs. We present here the results of an analysis that considers each particle as a candidate likely to be in a crystalline environment if it has exactly six neighbors and then labels each particle to be in a cubic or a hexagonal or an interfacial environment or leaves it unlabeled, as described in the [Methods](#sec4){ref-type="other"} section. The analysis is based on the characterization of the local environment in terms of the Steinhardt bond-orientational order parameters *q*~4~ and *q*~6~; see [Supporting Figure S5](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsnano.9b07849/suppl_file/nn9b07849_si_001.pdf) for further details. In order to have a larger sample size, for each independent sequence of runs, 5 million VMMC steps were carried out at *T*\* = 0.2, at which the first stage of assembly is effectively complete, and four configurations, a million VMMC steps apart along the trajectory, were chosen to be subject to further cooling. We thus have four batches of simulation runs below *T*\* = 0.2 for the system of AB-triblock patchy particles, each batch having five independent runs. Below *T*\* = 0.2, all of the simulation runs followed identical annealing protocols. Further details on the annealing protocols are provided in [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsnano.9b07849/suppl_file/nn9b07849_si_001.pdf).

[Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the fractions of particles labeled as crystalline, cubic, and hexagonal as a function of temperature for different annealing protocols followed for the system through the second stage of assembly. Here, crystalline particles refer to those labeled as cubic or hexagonal or interfacial. It is noteworthy that the annealing protocol is known to play a particularly significant role in achieving high yield for colloidal crystals self-assembled from DNA-coated colloids.^[@ref37]^ Here, the annealing protocols differ across the batches of simulation runs in terms of number of VMMC steps performed at *T*\* = 0.2, where the first stage of assembly is practically complete. It is apparent that the fraction of crystalline particles is significantly higher than the fraction of particles either in the cubic or in the hexagonal environment for the fastest annealing carried out. This implies the presence of a considerable fraction of interfacial particles, which are confined to the kagome planes. Notably, we find that the fraction of particles in the cubic environment gradually grows, and that in the hexagonal environment falls as the annealing becomes slower, though overall crystallinity remains practically unchanged. We therefore infer that the CT polymorph, which is marginally more stable than the HT polymorph, is the thermodynamically controlled product in this case. It is of interest to also note that, for hard spheres, the face-centered cubic (fcc) crystal is only marginally more stable than the hexagonal close-packed (hcp) crystal.^[@ref38]^ In fact, experimental results suggest that slowly grown crystallites display a greater proportion of fcc than hcp,^[@ref39]^ which correlates well with the observations we have made here.^[@ref39]^

![Contents of cubic and hexagonal polymorphs in the mixed tetrastack crystals obtained under different annealing protocols. (a) Fractions of particles locally in crystalline (black lines), cubic (blue lines), and hexagonal (red lines) environments in a system of *N* = 500 AB-triblock patchy particles studied by virtual-move Monte Carlo simulations as the temperature was gradually reduced following different annealing protocols. From the top to the bottom panels, the system was subject to increasingly large number of Monte Carlo cycles at *T*\* = 0.2 without any noticeable change in the average energy per particle. (b,c) Snapshots of representative configurations obtained at *T*\* = 0.1 through the fastest (b) and slowest (c) annealing protocols followed, with the particles color-coded to distinguish their local environments: cubic (blue), hexagonal (red), and interfacial (green). The two configurations are so chosen to highlight their relatively high contents of particles in the hexagonal and cubic environments.](nn9b07849_0004){#fig4}

In order to investigate the pathways for crystallization in further detail, we performed a set of three independent BD simulations for a system of *N* = 864 AB-triblock patchy particles, using a relatively gradual annealing protocol. The BD trajectories unequivocally demonstrate that the hierarchical self-assembly proceeds in stages *via* self-limiting tetrahedral clusters. [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a--c shows how the fractions of particles locally in the cubic or hexagonal or interfacial tetrastack environment evolve with time along the three BD trajectories at *T*\* = 0.15, where we observe crystallization upon cooling. The figures show that the cubic component dominates over the hexagonal component for all three trajectories, in line with the expectation for a gradual annealing protocol. We note that, in the case of the second trajectory, the growth of the crystalline environment is more gradual (see [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}b) relative to the other two, also evident in the growth of the largest crystalline cluster along each of these dynamical trajectories shown in [Supporting Figure S6](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsnano.9b07849/suppl_file/nn9b07849_si_001.pdf). [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}d--f shows the time evolution of the ring statistics along these trajectories. It is clearly evident that the formation of the six- and eight-membered rings mirrors the growth of the crystalline environment, thus highlighting the importance of the former in the emergence of long-range order. A measure of crystalline yield can be obtained from the sum of the fractions of cubic, hexagonal, and interfacial contents. It appears that the crystalline yields along the BD trajectories are somewhat low compared to what we obtained from our VMMC simulations, and we notice the presence of a larger proportion of seven-membered rings. Along the dynamical trajectories, the seven-membered rings may have formed also due to the presence of some primary particles as a result of the first stage of assembly remaining incomplete in BD simulations.

![Growth of cubic, hexagonal, and interfacial tetrastack environments and evolution of ring statistics along independent crystallization pathways. (a--c) Evolution of the fractions of particles locally in cubic (blue), hexagonal (red), or interfacial (green) tetrastack environments with time in a system of *N* = 864 AB-triblock patchy particles along three independent Brownian dynamics trajectories at *T*\* = 0.15. (d--f) Evolution of the ring statistics with time along the corresponding trajectories. is the number of rings of size *l* present in the system at an instant of time. Four-, five-, six-, seven-, and eight-membered rings, shown in black, red, blue, green, and violet lines, respectively, are identified. The observation time *t* is set to zero at the instant of reducing the temperature to *T*\* = 0.15.](nn9b07849_0005){#fig5}

It is well-established that the cubic tetrastack crystal possesses a complete photonic band gap between the second and third bands.^[@ref2],[@ref8],[@ref22],[@ref40]−[@ref42]^ However, to the best of our knowledge, the photonic properties of the hexagonal tetrastack crystal have not previously been reported. Moreover, the cubic and hexagonal tetrastack crystals formed by the AB-triblock patchy particles under consideration do not possess the inversion symmetry; they share space groups with zinc blende and wurtzite, rather than cubic and hexagonal diamond, respectively. We therefore investigated the photonic band structures of the cubic and hexagonal polymorphs supported by our designer AB-triblock patchy particles.

The photonic band structures of the cubic and hexagonal tetrastack crystals, as supported by our designer AB-triblock patchy particles, are shown in [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}a,b, respectively. We present here the results for the direct structures, consisting of high-dielectric spheres embedded in air, corresponding to the ratio *r*/*a* = 0.171, where *r* is the radius of the spheres and *a* is the lattice constant for the conventional unit cell of the cubic tetrastack structure, as predicted for the set of parameters under consideration here. The *r*/*a* ratio thus provides a measure of the dielectric filling fraction. For our calculations, we set the dielectric contrast to be 12 in order to allow for comparison with previous studies.^[@ref22],[@ref40],[@ref41]^ As customary, the results are shown in terms of the dimensionless frequency ω*a*/2π*c*, where ω is the frequency of the electromagnetic field and *c* is the vacuum speed of light.

![Photonic band structures and band gap maps for the cubic and hexagonal tetrastack structures supported by the AB-triblock patchy particles. Photonic band structures calculated at a dielectric contrast value of 12 for the cubic (a) and hexagonal (b) polymorph. (c) Photonic band gap maps as a function of *r*/*a*, where *r* is the radius of the spheres of the particles and *a* is the lattice constant of the conventional unit cell of the cubic tetrastack structure as predicted for the set of parameters considered here.](nn9b07849_0006){#fig6}

We find that, for the ratio *r*/*a* = 0.171, the cubic tetrastack structure indeed has a complete PBG with a ratio between the band gap and midgap frequencies, Δω/ω~*m*~, of 4.89%, whereas the hexagonal tetrastack structure does not possess a PBG. Surprisingly, we observe that for a range of *r*/*a* values higher than *r*/*a* = 0.171, there exists a complete PBG between the fourth and fifth bands even for the hexagonal polymorph, as shown in [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}c.

Moreover, the PBGs for both the cubic and hexagonal polymorphs reach a peak of 14.45 and 5.23%, respectively, at the same ratio of *r*/*a* = 0.187; the corresponding photonic band structures are shown in [Supporting Figure S7](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsnano.9b07849/suppl_file/nn9b07849_si_001.pdf). As evident in [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}c, the range of the ratio *r*/*a* for which the hexagonal tetrastack structure displays a complete PBG is significantly narrower than that of the cubic tetrastack. We note that the *r*/*a* ratio that maximizes the complete PBG of the tetrastack crystal structures or supports a complete PBG for the hexagonal polymorph can be realized with our designer triblock patchy particles only *via* postprocessing, which involves depositing more material onto the surface of the particles postassembly, thus increasing the dielectric filling fraction of these structures.^[@ref42],[@ref43]^

The inverse cubic tetrastack structure has a significantly wider complete PBG (26.36% at the peak) than its direct counterpart, as apparent from the photonic band gap maps of the inverse structures presented in [Supporting Figure S8](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsnano.9b07849/suppl_file/nn9b07849_si_001.pdf). Notably, this is not also the case for the hexagonal polymorph as the inverse hexagonal tetrastack structure displays a relatively narrow complete PBG of 3.15% at the peak. We note that a wide range of sphere radii relative to the lattice constants supports a complete PBG for both polymorphs in their direct as well as inverse structures, and the PBGs spectrally overlap.

We studied the sensitivity of the relative gap width of the photonic band gap, Δω/ω~*m*~, as a function of the ε~AA~/ε~BB~ ratio for the cubic polymorph. We note that changing the ε~AA~/ε~BB~ ratio does not produce a photonic band gap in the hexagonal polymorph. We find that the relative gap width increases as the ε~AA~/ε~BB~ ratio increases, with ε~BB~ set to unity, as shown in [Supporting Figure S9](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsnano.9b07849/suppl_file/nn9b07849_si_001.pdf). This trend appears to be along the line expected from the consideration that the volume of the voids inside the strongly bound tetrahedra formed *via* the interaction between A patches decreases as the ratio ε~AA~/ε~BB~ increases. With the particles coming closer together, the periodic structure approaches the limit of a continuous network that would have been formed by touching spheres. It is well-known that network structures are more favorable for the formation of a 3D photonic band gap as the electric field energy in the dielectric band can be better confined to the high-dielectric region, lowering its frequency and increasing the width of the gap.^[@ref44]^

Conclusion {#sec3}
==========

We here employ a hierarchical self-assembly scheme encoded in triblock patchy particles to establish a bottom-up route to tetrastack crystals, which comprise vertex-shared tetrahedra. The hierarchical self-assembly pathways proceed in two stages, forming self-limiting tetrahedra upon completion of the first stage en route to tetrastack crystals. In this assembly scheme, we exploit a hierarchy of patch--patch interactions to induce the staged assembly upon cooling, whereas the formation of self-limiting clusters in the first stage is achieved by the choice of patch size and the range of patch--patch interactions. The use of hierarchy of strengths for patch--patch interactions, controlled by the ratio ε~AA~/ε~BB~, ensures that the assembly driven by the interactions between the two types of patches are well-separated---an aspect also critical to the assemblage being self-limiting in the first stage. In the present study, this ratio was set to equal five, guided by our previous observation that a smaller ratio of two failed to yield a crystal despite the assembly in the first stage being self-limiting.^[@ref31]^ A weaker interaction strength for the patches driving the second stage of assembly ensures reversible bond formation at low temperatures at the expense of thermodynamic driving forces, thus allowing for the kinetic traps arising from the formation of incorrect contacts to be negotiated effectively.^[@ref18]^

The present work reveals that a hierarchy of interaction strengths is crucial to promote crystallization, even though stable tetrastack crystal structures exist for ε~AA~ = ε~BB~. In the context of these crystals being self-assembled, we find that the cubic and hexagonal tetrastack crystal structures are in competition with disordered network structures. Our results demonstrate that the hierarchical self-assembly pathways followed by our designer triblock patchy particles promote the formation of six- and eight-membered rings present in the perfect crystal structures as opposed to five- and seven-membered rings and thus help negotiate the kinetic traps to yield crystals.

Although the hierarchical self-assembly pathways promote crystallization, they do not result in the selection of one or the other polymorph. This result is in line with what is expected from only a marginal free-energy difference between the polymorphs, as confirmed by our free-energy calculations. We obtain a mixed tetrastack crystal with particles in the cubic as well as hexagonal environments. We present an analysis, which assigns the local environment of a particle to be cubic, hexagonal, or interfacial. Such assignment allows for comparison of the contents of the cubic and hexagonal polymorphs in a mixed tetrastack crystal. We observe that slow annealing promotes the content of the cubic polymorph over that of the hexagonal polymorph. It is noteworthy that the cubic polymorph is known to be thermodynamically more stable, albeit slightly, relative to the hexagonal polymorph also for a closely related model system.^[@ref33]^

We present the photonic band structures for both the cubic and hexagonal polymorphs of tetrastack crystal. Notably, a complete PBG is found to emerge for the hexagonal polymorph at high dielectric filling fractions realizable experimentally. We also find that the cubic polymorph supports a complete PBG at lower dielectric filling fractions even in the absence of the inversion symmetry.

The AA-triblock patchy particles considered here closely resemble those synthesized in the laboratory.^[@ref32]^ The exploitation of the gold--thiol chemistry for the fabrication of patches, where the thickness of gold coating can be controllably varied to realize van der Waals attractions of different strengths, offers a plausible route to the synthesis of the designer AB-triblock patchy particles.^[@ref45],[@ref46]^ The tolerance to polydispersity in the patch width at the level of sophistication achievable in a state-of-the-art experimental fabrication procedure was already established for triblock patchy particles of the AB-type to yield crystals *via* two-stage self-assembly pathways in a previous study.^[@ref31]^ Although the dielectric filling fractions required for realizing an optimal complete PBG in either polymorph can be achieved *via* postprocessing, the issue of selection of one polymorph exclusively *via* such hierarchical self-assembly pathways remains to be addressed.

We finally note in passing that two-stage self-assembly is at the heart of DNA nanotechnology,^[@ref47]^ where properly designed DNA oligomers are mixed together to self-assemble into finite-size bricks. Adding sticky sequences to the sequence design makes it possible also to trigger a secondary self-assembly stage in which the bricks bind to each other.^[@ref48]^ Bricks formed by DNA-made tetravalent particles have been studied experimentally as well as numerically and shown to self-assemble into disordered networks.^[@ref49],[@ref50]^

Methods {#sec4}
=======

Model {#sec4.1}
-----

In this work, the traditional one-component description for the colloidal suspensions was considered with a pairwise effective potential.^[@ref31],[@ref51]^ As noted previously, the designer triblock patchy colloidal particles are spherical in shape with two circular patches A and B at opposite poles and modeled as rigid bodies. Although patches A and B can differ in terms of their surface coverage, characterized by the angles α and β, respectively, defining their half-patch widths, here, we restrict ourselves to considering triblock patchy particles with equal-size patches at opposite poles (*i.e.*, α = β). In the present case, patches A and B can both interact with themselves and one another. Here, ε~AB~ is the depth of the potential due to the patch A--patch B interaction when the two patches face each other. The effective potential for a pair of patchy particles *U*~*ij*~ is given bywhere ***r***~*ij*~ = ***r***~*j*~ -- ***r***~*i*~ is the separation vector between triblock patchy particles *i* and *j*, ***r***~*i*~ is the position vector for the geometric center of the patchy particle *i*, and *r*~*ij*~ is the magnitude of the vector ***r***~*ij*~. **Ω**~*i*~ and **Ω**~*j*~ describe the orientations of particles *i* and *j*, respectively. The isotropic component *U*~Y~ is the repulsive Yukawa potential:where κ is the inverse Debye screening length and ε~Y~ is the Yukawa contact potential.

The angular dependence of the patch--patch interaction is described by *U*~*pp*′~:Here, **p**~*i*~ is a normalized vector from the center of the spherical particle *i* in the direction of the center of patch *p* on it and thus depends on **Ω**~*i*~; cos θ~*ijp*~*i*~~ is the scalar product of the vectors **r̂**~*ij*~ and **p**~*i*~. Here, δ = α,β, and hence, the parameter cos δ controls the width of a patch.

The distance dependence of the patch--patch interaction is governed by the function *w*~*pp*′~:where λ is the largest separation at which the patch *p*--patch *p*′ attraction is at its strongest and the parameter *s* controls the range over which this attraction vanishes. In the present study, λ was set to 1.01σ. We used reduced units: the length in the units of σ, the energy in the units of ε~Y~, the temperature in the units of ε~Y~/*k*~B~, with the Boltzmann constant *k*~B~ taken to be equal to one. The parameter σ provides an estimate for the size of the charge-stabilized patchy particles in the absence of a hard core.

Crystal Structure Prediction {#sec4.2}
----------------------------

We identified the global minima on the crystal energy landscapes for triblock patchy particles using the basin-hopping global optimization method, as implemented in the software package GlOSP developed in-house. The implementation in GlOSP, a program for global optimization for structure prediction, follows the prescription of ref ([@ref52]). In search of both cubic and hexagonal tetrastack structures, we carried out 1 million basin-hopping steps for unit cells containing four and eight patchy particles to allow for tetrahedral motifs.

Upon crystal structure prediction, we considered AA- and AB-triblock patchy particles for the following two sets of parameters for further investigation:(1)ε~AA~ = 1, ε~BB~ = 1, α = 80°, β = 80°, κ = 100, *s* = 5;(2)ε~AA~ = 5, ε~BB~ = 1, α = 80°, β = 80°, κ = 100, *s* = 5.It is apparent that the difference in the two sets lies essentially in one parameter, which incorporates a hierarchy of interaction strengths for the patch--patch attractions.

We used the freely available spglib package^[@ref53]^ in order to standardize the unit cell parameters optimized in the basin-hopping runs performed with GlOSP into primitive cell parameters and extract the corresponding fractional coordinates of the particles.

Monte Carlo Simulations {#sec4.3}
-----------------------

We performed a series of virtual-move Monte Carlo simulations in the canonical ensemble for both AB- and AA-triblock patchy particles, using a system of *N* = 500 particles in each case. A cubic box under periodic boundary conditions was used with the minimum image convention. We employed the symmetrized version of the virtual-move Monte Carlo algorithm,^[@ref54],[@ref55]^ implemented in PaSSion, a package for soft matter simulation developed in-house. The implementation represents the orientational degrees of freedom by quaternions and follows a recent prescription.^[@ref56]^ Each VMMC cycle consisted of *N* translation or collective rotational cluster moves, chosen at random with equal probabilities. The maximum step size for both the translational and collective rotational cluster moves were fixed, taken as δ = 0.1 in the reduced unit and θ~max~ = 0.1, respectively. The systems were equilibrated from an initial face-centered lattice at *T*\* = 1, and *T*\* was gradually reduced.

Brownian Dynamics Simulations {#sec4.4}
-----------------------------

We performed a series of Brownian dynamics simulations with *N* = 864 AB-triblock patchy particles contained within a cubic box, using periodic boundary conditions with the minimum image convention. The potential energy was calculated using a spherical cutoff of radius 1.3. The BD simulations were carried out in the overdamped limit, following an algorithm for spherical particles with orientational degrees of freedom represented by a unit vector;^[@ref57]^ hydrodynamic correlations and translation--rotation coupling were ignored. We used appropriate Stokes laws with sticky boundary conditions for the translational and rotational diffusion coefficients at infinite dilution. For our BD simulations, the time was expressed in the units of σ^2^/*D*~0~^*t*^, where *D*~0~^*t*^ is the translational diffusion coefficient at infinite dilution. The system was equilibrated at *T*\* = 1 from an initial face-centered lattice and three well-separated configurations were chosen to subject them gradual cooling. For each independent run, at each value of *T*\* studied down to *T*\* = 0.5, the BD trajectory was run for 2 × 10^7^ steps and then for 4 × 10^7^ steps down to *T*\* = 0.1525 and finally for 96 × 10^7^ at *T*\* = 0.15. A time step of Δ*t* = 2 × 10^--6^ in the reduced unit was used for all *T*\* values studied.

Bond-Orientational Order Parameters {#sec4.5}
-----------------------------------

We performed an analysis based on the Steinhardt bond-orientational order parameters *q*~4~ and *q*~6~ for each particle to characterize the local environment.^[@ref58],[@ref59]^ In this analysis, each particle *i* is assigned to have a complex vector ***q***~*l*~(*i*), with 2*l* + 1 components; the *m*th unnormalized component of ***q***~*l*~(*i*) is given bywhere *N*~*b*~(*i*) is the number of neighbors of particle *i* located within a distance corresponding to the location of the first peak of the radial distribution function and *Y*~*lm*~(*r***\^**~*ij*~) ≡ *Y*~*lm*~(θ~*ij*~,ϕ~*ij*~) are the spherical harmonics corresponding to the polar and azimuthal angles, θ~*ij*~ and ϕ~*ij*~, respectively, of the bond ***r***~*ij*~ between *i* and its neighbor *j*. We calculated the Steinhardt bond-orientational order parameterfor *l* = 4 and *l* = 6.

Orientational Order Parameter {#sec4.6}
-----------------------------

We used the tetrahedral order parameter, *q*~td~, to identify the tetrahedra formed by the particles in a system under consideration. For a cluster of four particles to be a perfect tetrahedron, the tetrahedral order parameterwhere ψ~*jk*~ is the angle subtended at the center of the cluster by the two vectors joining the center of the cluster to particles *j* and *k*; *q*~td~ = 1 in the case of a perfect tetrahedron.^[@ref60],[@ref61]^ We identified a set of neighbors for each particle *i*, using a spatial cutoff *r*~c~ for the distance between the centers of the patches facing each other (*r*~c~ = 0.3). *q*~td~ was then calculated for all distinct sets of four particles including the selected particle. All sets of four particles satisfying a given threshold for the calculated *q*~td~ (\>0.99) values were considered to form tetrahedra, with measures in place to ensure each set of four particles deemed tetrahedral to be a unique set.

Assignment of Local Environments of Particles {#sec4.7}
---------------------------------------------

The cubic and hexagonal tetrastack structures both consist of vertex-shared tetrahedra. Each particle sitting at a vertex can be labeled staggered or eclipsed depending upon whether the two tetrahedra it is part of are staggered or eclipsed relative to one another. Both the structures can also be viewed as comprising alternating layers of two-dimensional kagome and triangular planes. The difference between the two structures arises in the relative stacking of the kagome planes, which leaves all the particles in the cubic polymorph as staggered in contrast to only three-quarters in the hexagonal polymorph. The kagome planes in the perfect hexagonal tetrastack crystal along the \[001\] axis have only staggered particles, each of which has two eclipsed neighbors lying in the triangular planes above and below the kagome plane.

We devised an assignment scheme based on the local environments of the particles in the structure self-assembled from our designer triblock patchy particles. The scheme first identifies whether a particle is in a crystalline environment based on its number of neighbors and then assigns each crystalline particle to be staggered or eclipsed using the calculated values of the Steinhardt bond-orientational parameters *q*~4~ and *q*~6~. If the calculated values do not satisfy certain conditions appropriate for a particle to be labeled as staggered (condition I: 0.32 \< *q*~4~ \< 0.43 and 0.65 \< *q*~6~ \< 0.83) or eclipsed (condition II: 0.13 \< *q*~4~ \< 0.23 and 0.35 \< *q*~6~ \< 0.47), the particle is left unlabeled. The eclipsed particles are assigned to be in hexagonal environment, whereas the staggered particles are further classified into cubic, hexagonal, or interfacial environment based on its number of eclipsed neighbors. The scheme is presented in detail with the help of a decision tree shown in [Supporting Figure S5](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsnano.9b07849/suppl_file/nn9b07849_si_001.pdf).

The ranges of values we used for the bond-orientational order parameters, *q*~4~ and *q*~6~, to label the particles as being in a staggered or eclipsed environment are effectively centered on the corresponding values in the perfect crystal structures. In the perfect cubic tetrastack crystal, we identified all the staggered particles to have the following bond-orientational order parameter values: *q*~4~ = 0.375 and *q*~6~ = 0.741. However, only three-quarters of the particles in a perfect hexagonal tetrastack crystal are in a staggered environment (with the same set of values for *q*~4~ and *q*~6~), the remaining being in an eclipsed environment. For these eclipsed particles forming the triangular layers along the \[001\] axis, the bond-orientational order parameter values were found to be *q*~4~ = 0.181 and *q*~6~ = 0.411.

Photonic Band Structure Calculations {#sec4.8}
------------------------------------

We calculated the photonic band structures of the two polymorphs of tetrastack using the freely available MIT Photonic-Bands (MPB) software package, version 1.7.^[@ref62]^ The MPB software computes fully vectorial eigenmodes of Maxwell's equations with periodic boundary conditions by a preconditioned conjugate-gradient minimization of the block Rayleigh quotient in a plane wave basis. The software takes the fractional coordinates and geometry of the particles, the lattice parameters of the crystal structure and the dielectric contrast as input. The photonic band structure calculations for the cubic and hexagonal tetrastack structures were performed for the 25 lowest energy bands, the former at 307 ***k***-vectors with the primitive unit cell discretized on a 32 × 32 × 32 grid and the latter at 462 ***k***-vectors with the primitive unit cell discretized on a 32 × 32 × 54 grid. The extra grid points were used in the calculations for the hexagonal polymorph to account for its larger unit cell volume.

Ring Statistics {#sec4.9}
---------------

We calculate the distribution of rings, with lengths *R*~*l*~ ∈ \[4--8\], in a system of *N* particles using a graph-theoretical approach. We describe our patchy particle system as a periodic undirected graph, where each vertex represents a particle center and the edges represent a bond between two particles. We define a cycle as a closed path in this graph (*i.e.*, a path whose first and final vertices are the same). We then define a ring as a cycle that forms part of the minimum cycle basis in our periodic graph. For each vertex in the graph, we calculate all distinct paths with *R*~*l*~ edges using a depth-first search traversal, up to the chosen maximum *R*~*l*~, making sure to prune paths with edges between nonadjacent vertices and those whose first and last vertices are not the same. This provides us with a count of rings with lengths *R*~*l*~, of which each vertex is a part.

The ring statistics, shown in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, are presented by sampling 1000 configurations. The error bars are included in the histograms. It is apparent that the numbers do not fluctuate much.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge at [https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsnano.9b07849](https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsnano.9b07849?goto=supporting-info).Method of free-energy calculations; detailed annealing protocols; analysis of ring statistics at low temperatures; analysis of crystallization pathways; Figures S1--S9 ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsnano.9b07849/suppl_file/nn9b07849_si_001.pdf))
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